Product Profile
The destiny of Zacchera family was determined in 1873 with the inauguration of the
“Piccola Osteria Milanese”. This is how the history of Francesco Zacchera and the
succeeding four generations began. United by a vocation to hotel business, with sacrifice,
constancy and enthusiasm Francesco and the progeny founded and created the present
Zacchera Hotels. There is no trace remaining of the “Piccola Osteria Milanese”, it has been
replaced by 4 first class hotels and 1 residence, located in Baveno and Stresa along the
shores of scenic Lake Maggiore.
The Zacchera Hotels chain is actually one of the most important conference spots in Italy
and a congress centre among the best in Europe: a conference venue with 60 meeting
rooms, more than 900 finely furnished rooms, modular meeting rooms, technology and
amenities to the forefront, and a qualified and experienced staff able to plan each event
taking care of the minimum details.
All the Zacchera Hotels properties are the ideal and exclusive destinations for a business,
residential meetings or simply for a relaxing holiday by the lakeside.
The Grand Hotel Dino, Baveno
The Grand Hotel Bristol, Stresa
The Hotel Simplon, Baveno
The Hotel Splendid, Baveno
The Carl&Do Residence, Baveno
The Aquadventure Park, Baveno
Nestling in magnificent gardens with tall trees, flowering shrubs, and a beautiful lake view
these hotels, the Residence and the Park are all located in a strategic position: just 45 km
from Malpensa International Airport - with direct outputs on the highway of the lakes.

THE HOTELS
The Grand Hotel Dino

Style, tradition and professionalism are found in the Grand Hotel in Baveno, overlooking
the Lake Maggiore. The Grand Hotel Dino skill fully combines the benefits of a large hotel
with the elegance and tranquility of life on the shores of the lake.
It is an eclectic and versatile structure, which combines areas for the well-being and
relaxation of high-profile and forefront conference rooms, and rooms and suites which are
distinguished by its elegance and richness of details. A stay which is the framework for a
natural enchanting with established gardens and swimming pools, included in the charming
backdrop of Lake Maggiore and the Borromean Islands, which is widely appreciated by the
professionals who are looking for a conference rooms near Milan.
Directly overlooking the lake, among secular trees and elegant gardens, the Grand Hotel
Dino is the most important tourist structure on Lake Maggiore and offers a unique and
charming view of the Borromean Islands.:
 361 standard & superior rooms •
 12 Junior Suite •
 04 suite •04 Senior Suite
 •02 Presidential Suite •
 06 Restaurants •
 02 Bars •
 Dino Health Club

Events
The large 3 Islands Restaurant seating up to 900 persons, is the ideal place for business
lunches or gala dinners and according to the requirements, can be divided in more intimate
spaces through elegant wooden sliding walls, in order to offer a private area to each event.
The hotel disposes of 2 bars, the Main Bar with its terrace to admire the enchanting view of
the islands whilst enjoying an aperitif and the Sporting Bar close to the gardens and
swimming pool, overlooking the lake and offering refreshing drinks between sports and
relax. The Beer House, located under the brick vaults of an old and perfectly restored
building, with its outstanding charm is the ideal place for parties and cocktails.
The ancient vaulted cellar of the ‘Rustico’ restaurant is the most suitable location for special
evenings and charming buffet
Congress & Meetings
Grand Hotel Dino’s Conference Centre extends over a surface of 4.500sqm. offering a
choice among 38 meeting rooms brightly light in various sizes that can host from 20 to
1.200 delegates or exhibition and product launches thanks to the state- of-the-arts
technology and flexibility
Sport & Wellness
For the wellbeing and relaxation, at full disposal of all guests the secular park on the lake
shores, with the possibility of toning and regenerating walks in the green, and the modern
and technologic fitness center ‘Dino Health Club’ composed of one gym center equipped
with 40 ‘Techno gym’ machines, sauna, Turkish Bath, indoor swimming pool of 350sqm,
football field, two outdoor swimming pools for adults and children, solarium and 2 Jacuzzi.

The Grand Hotel Bristol

The prestigious building of today’s Grand Hotel in Stresa was originally a noble home. A
careful renovation has been able to maintain its elegance enriching high-profile services.
The structure melts both new and ancient style through the sophisticated elegance of
Candoglia marbles, Tiffany cupolas, old crystal chandeliers and boiseries.

The strikingly elegant Grand Hotel Bristol, set among beautifully tended gardens and
overlooking the lake, enjoys a wonderful view on the Islands and the surrounding
Alps. Situated on the promenade at just 3 minutes walk from the center of Stresa “pearl of
the Borromean Gulf”, it is a great place to discover the beauty of Lake Maggiore and to
relax. Thanks to its meeting rooms equipped with the latest conference technology, the hotel
is an ideal meeting and conference location center for events and corporate meetings.
 •240 standard & superior rooms
 •04 Junior Suite
 •04 suite
 •02 Senior Suite
 •03 Presidential Suite •
 03 Restaurants
 •01 Bars
 •Sporting Area

Events
On the main floor 3 restaurants can host up to 600 persons, ideal ambience for private
reception or gala enjoying a privileged location, overlooking the wonderful marble
fountain, in addition to Winter Garden, Main bar and Patio bar.
Congress & Meetings
The structure has a renovated Congress Centre developed on a surface of 1.500 sqm,
composed of 12 multifunctional meeting rooms that can host from 20 to 300 delegates. It
offers all the most update audiovisual technologies for a professional organization of all
types of meetings and international conventions.
Sport & Wellness
The garden area, refreshing green oasis for a walk in complete relax, allows guests to
admire the famous terraced gardens of Isola Bella. It was completely restyled and
surrounds the brand new open-air swimming-pool refined with artistic mosaics and
integrates whirlpools. For wellbeing, the Sporting-area offers the clients relaxing hours
with an indoor-pool, 2 Jacuzzi, Sauna and a Fitness corner equipped Technogym.

The Hotel Simplon

The elegance and tranquility of life on Lake Maggiore combined with the comfort of a
Grand Hotel in Baveno. Nestling in a magnificent ancient park of twenty thousand square
meters, with its characteristic pink façade recalling the color of the famous local marble, the
Simplon is a 4 star superbly renovated structure in the heart of Baveno, only a few steps
from the Lake shore.
A bright gallery, a permanent exhibition of paintings, connects it to the Grand Hotel
Dino, and its premium services for leisure and well-being, accessible to the guests of the
Simplon.
 • 82 standard & superior rooms
 • 24 Junior Suite
 • 05 suite
 • 01 Senior Suite
 • 01 Presidential Suite
 • 01 Restaurants
 • 01 Bar
 • Dino Health Club

Events
The restaurant is a delight for those loving fine dining, a beautiful setting with magnificent
chandeliers, a finely decorated ceiling and panoramic windows overlooking the pool.
The bar and the panoramic terrace provide a delightful venue for a cocktail or an afterdinner drink

Congress & Meetings
Grand Hotel Dino’s Conference Centre extends over a surface of 4.500sqm. offering a
choice among 38 meeting rooms brightly light in various sizes that can host from 20 to
1.200 delegates or exhibition and product launches thanks to the state- of-the-arts
technology and flexibility
Sport & Wellness
Surrounded by the green frame of the park, in a sunny and quiet position there is a nice
swimming pool decorated with Italian mosaics and with integrated whirlpool. There is also
a mini football field for those guests wishing more energetic sport. An indoor heated
swimming-pool, Jacuzzi, solarium, Turkish bath and fitness room are available at the
Simplon’s sister hotel, the Grand Hotel Dino, accessed by an indoor Art Gallery.

The Hotel Splendid

Here, in 1873, was born the tradition of hospitality of the Zacchera family. At a distance of
half a century, Hotel Splendid is a jewel of elegance, atmosphere of hospitality and care.
Hotel Splendid is situated only a few minutes walk from the centre of Baveno, enjoying a
superlative position on the lakeside and offering guests beautiful views and relaxing
feelings.
This superior hotel completely refurbished during Winter 2009/10, has lots to offer with
great facilities and an excellent standard of accommodation and also provides for the
organization of business meetings.
 • 84 superior rooms
 • 11 Junior Suite
 • 05 suite

 • 02 Senior Suite
 • 01 Presidential Suite
 • 03 Restaurants
 • 01 Bar • Health Club
.

Events
The panoramic Restaurant with the enchanting frame of the lake, can host private meals for
each party, thanks to elegant sliding walls with an accurate service and the legendary quality
that since1873 distinguish the Zacchera Hotels
The bar and “La Piazzetta” terrace for romantic cocktail on sunset, a pleasant garden for a
spot of reading or coffee- breaks for business-lunch a large terrace area with magnificent
lake views.
Congress & Meetings
The new Congress Centre offers 7 meeting rooms from 20 up to 150, all equipped with the
most modern technologies for the organisation of all kinds of events as well as large open
spaces for product launches
Spot & Wellness
For the relaxing hours an exclusive private beach, outdoor pool with panoramic sundeck,
whirlpool, “salt grotto”, Turkish bath, equipped fitness room and massage rooms

Contacts:
Zacchera Hotels - MICE DEPARTMENT
Web Site: www.zaccherahotels.com
Tel. +39 0323 913 990 / 992
E-Mail: conference@zaccherahotels.com
Zacchera Hotels – PUBLIC RELATION
Marina Casarotto
Mobile: +39 349 5717956
E-mail marina@zaccherahotels.com

